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“Although not legally obligated to repay member equity within a specified period, cooperatives often establish a target period or revolving cycle for returning capital.”

Cooperatives are organized to provide goods or services to their patron member owners, not financial returns to investors. The cooperative’s primary value to its patron members is transactional. While the cooperative operates “at cost” to deliver this value, as a business it also require ongoing sources of capital for financial stability, and for reinvestment that allow it to continue to meet patron member needs.

Unique cooperative financial practices have evolved to manage capital requirements while maintaining patron member control. Reflecting its “at cost” service orientation, a cooperative may annually allocate any remaining net margin or profit to patron members in proportion to their use of cooperative services as “patronage.” However, so that patron members can contribute to meeting the capital needs of the cooperative, a portion of each individual’s allocated patronage may be retained. These retained patronage allocations are treated as patron equity investments on the cooperative’s balance sheet.

The strategic management of retained patron equity, including the possibility of eventual redemption, is a perennial issue for cooperatives. Practices for revolving, or paying out, these patron equity accounts vary widely, and been influenced by legal and tax requirements, capital needs, history, and expert opinion. Over time, these practices have been adopted and modified by members, board or directors, and management at the cooperative level. Individual cooperative traditions may develop that are closely associated with how the cooperative conducts business and manages its retained patron equity program, influencing expectations.

Statutory obligations to return retained equity
Most cooperatives, similar to other business entities, are incorporated under individual state cooperative statutes that enable them to conduct business.2 State statutes are diverse, with widely varying requirements.

Every state has at least one cooperative incorporation statute for entities organized for agricultural purposes. Approximately half of the state cooperative statutes are based on the “Standard Act”,3 which was drafted by Aaron Sapiro and adopted by many states in the 1920s.4
At least half of the cooperative state statutes also allow cooperative incorporation for other, non-agricultural purposes. If the state statute is limited to agricultural purposes, there may – or may not – be additional state cooperative statutes to address this limitation.

State statutes typically generally address cooperative financial practices, but the level of specificity can differ significantly.5 A majority of state statutes permit the cooperative to create and maintain a general non-allocated reserve fund from a percentage of net margins, with varying requirements and limits6. In addition, a majority of statutes permit the cooperative to require periodic financial contributions by patron members to the cooperative, but only 16 statutes specifically refer to obtaining patron equity contributions through retained patronage allocations.

Most state statutes also make general provisions for assessing and returning patron “member interests” when membership is ended, either voluntarily or through expulsion. Member interest can be very broadly defined, and might include member stock, preferred stock, and other financial instruments, including retained patron equity.

The Standard Act and over one half of the statutes that use similar language specifies that the assessment of member interests is determined by the board of directors, which “… shall equitably and conclusively appraise his property interests in the association and shall fix the amount thereof in money…”

While the Standard Act specifies repayment within one year after a member withdraws or is expelled, many state statutes modify this time requirement, or leave it to the discretion of the board.7

Only a few statutes specifically address obligations for “redeeming”, or returning retained patron equity, and how this might be managed.8

While many state statutes may not specifically address certain cooperative financial practices, most state statutes give the cooperative bylaws wide leeway to describe or require a variety of governance and financial practices, including the distribution of net margins or profits9, periodic patronage-based equity contributions by members,10 and returning retained patron equity. Forty-five statutes mention a bylaw provision to determine the member’s interests in the association at the time of membership termination; thirty-one of these use language similar to the Standard Act.11

Other legal considerations
The Standard Act described associations incorporated under it as non-profit, “inasmuch as they are not organized to make profit for themselves, as such, or for their members, as such, but only for their members as producers.” Since cooperatives are established to provide services, not reward investment, the individual’s claim on an equity interest is conditioned by the operation of the enterprise overall.12

The cooperative has an interest in maintaining a stable financial structure that benefits all members, and the board of directors carries out this fiduciary responsibility. Individual redemption of retained patron equity can sometimes come into conflict with these interests of the cooperative.

In lawsuits brought by cooperative members, the courts have considered both bylaw provisions and documentation that reflects member equity interests.13 Bylaw descriptions of financial structure, redemption rights, and decision-making powers of the board of directors are critical. Court findings about patron member equity redemption also may be affected by the type of equity, such as membership stock, preferred stock, or retained equity, that is in question.

Though the cases can be complex, several examples highlight how bylaws, the nature of equity documentation, and director discretion can influence rulings on the obligation of a cooperative to redeem retained patron equity. In the 1981 Sanchez case14, the court supported the cooperative’s bylaws, which stated that there was no intrinsic value to membership. As a result, the cooperative was not obligated to pay anything to members when membership ended. This allowed the board of directors to exercise discretion in how and when any redemption of patron member equity interests might occur. The bylaw redemption procedures were sufficient to override the California statute’s mandate to redeem the equity within one year of expulsion.15

In the 1984 Shiflett16 case, the Virginia court determined that the patron member’s retained equity account was not a true “account”, which by definition included the right to demand payment. A claim had been placed on a bankrupt member’s retained patron equity in an “account” on the cooperative’s books. However, because the cooperative’s bylaws made the payment of any redeemed patronage conditional on the discretion of the board, it was determined that the patron member’s retained equity remained outside bankruptcy trustee rights.17
The 1987 Atchison case found that the allocation of equity on the balance sheet does not represent an indebtedness to the patron member, because the equity credits are contingent on board decisions. Patron members wishing to offset individual debts to the cooperative with that individual’s patron equity interests could not do so.

**Observations and Conclusion**

Financial participation in the cooperative is a patron member responsibility, and is consistent with cooperative practice. Cooperatives have a long history of retaining a portion of net margins allocated to members based on patronage, so that active patron members could provide ongoing equity financing to their cooperative in proportion to their patronage.

However, early cooperative leaders often did not recognize the extent to which the cooperative membership might change, and the implications that this changing base of patron members had on retained patron equity. Newer patron members with smaller equity contributions benefited from the equity contributions that had been made over time by inactive or retiring patron members. Democratic control of the cooperative, which resided in the voting rights of active members, might not align with the levels of retained patron equity held by inactive, nonvoting members.

The concept of a revolving finance plan evolved in an attempt to systematically manage these tendencies. It aligned active patron member control and equity participation by returning, or “redeeming”, older retained equities and replenishing the capital base with retained allocations from more recent patron activity. This approach developed over two decades in the early 20th century. Although its acceptance was slow, it is now a widely accepted cooperative practice.

Revolving finance plans are one way to address the unique relationship in cooperatives between equity and ownership. Generally defined, equity is what belongs to the owners of an enterprise after the debt and other obligations have been paid. Ownership is determined by equity capital contributions, which give control rights and claims to residual equity.

In the case of a cooperative, however, the relationship between equity and ownership is more complicated, because member ownership and control is also tied to active patronage. The ability of a cooperative to redeem equity on a revolving basis aligns active patronage and equity participation. In more recent times, the designation of retained patron equity has been compared to “temporary” equity; it is capital at risk, but it also carries some expectation of redemption.

Successful implementation of revolving finance plans is challenging. It is conditioned by the vagaries inherent in the business cycle, and in the market conditions that drive cooperative member participation. Cooperatives have patron equity redemption cycles that can range from several to 25 years or more. Some cooperatives only revolve out retained patron equity at patron retirement, or as part of an estate settlement. The longer the cycle to redeem equity, the less a revolving fund meets its goal of aligning patronage and equity participation, and the more the retained patron equity functions like permanent equity.

Bylaws typically grant cooperatives wide discretion in exercising patron equity redemption decisions, and there is not a general legal requirement for patron equity redemptions. These conditions give cooperatives the flexibility to meet the collective needs of their members. It is critical to maintain communication and education with all of the cooperative’s stakeholder groups about the ongoing tradeoffs between cooperative and member financial interests.
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